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All of us at Twido® are very happy to introduce our 
latest body of work: 

the 2016 Twido® catalogue!

We are very proud to share this catalogue with 
you, while not an end in itself it marks an important 
step in the progress of our French industrial start-up. 

Our adventure unfolds in a very corporatist market 
marked by decades without innovation so we at 
Twido® decided 
 ”it's about time we reinvented hot 
water! “

We invite you to browse the catalogue to see 
how we have rethought domestic hot water use and 
understand how the Twido® innovation we have been 
developing over the past few years has become a 
product that is not only economic, smart, and 
connected but durable and ultra-modern 
in its design. 

This is also an opportunity to share the experience 
we have accumulated to help you better understand 
and manage usage, as well as enhance your living 
environment, while offering a product with no 
planned obsolescence!

Twido® is optimal and rational! 

We designed it to be just that in all areas: 

Its connected intelligence improves your usage, 
your comfort, and the way you look at the hot water 
and energy you consume!

Its hybrid technology makes it a product open 
to self-consumable renewable energies, already 
adapted and ready to meet the energy and 

environmental challenges of tomorrow.

Its unparalleled durability and no maintenance (by 
design) makes Twido® the least expensive product on 
the market in terms of savings in use!

Its integration and range of finishes can help you 
find close to 1m² of extra room in a variety of different 
configurations.

Twido® is a durable product but its finishes must 
adapt to match your taste so, this year, we outdid 
ourselves with 2 new collections   Essentiel and 
Elements!

We wanted these new collections to reflect sleek 
lines, warm textures, and clever integration into all 
the spaces in your home. 

Both contribute to this stated objective: 

you’ll never choose another water 
heater again, you’ll choose “your Twido® “!

We hope you’ll enjoy perusing this 2016 catalogue 
as much as we enjoyed putting it together for you. 
Here’s to a good read with the hope you’ll soon join 
the ranks of happy Twido® owners!

Kind regards,

Olivier Cocheteux, President

Dear Madam, Sir

Editorial
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the TWIDO®  

Accessories 
(optional)

A finish to fit 
your project (optional)

Use Twido® as a support, add accessories 
that are useful  to you, such as a towel 
warmer, hooks, etc.
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next-generation water heater
for significant water and energy savings

&

A technical base

PROGRAMME  
AND MONITOR THE 
CHANGES  IN YOUR 
CONSUMPTION
Twido® helps you  
understand your use 
and measure  
your savings...

REMOTE 
CONTROLLABLE
in all circumstances,
it’ll be ready 
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then
3. CONTROL YOUR CONSUMPTION
> pages ...

Programme
your Twido® to only get hot water when you need it.
Done are the days of storing hundreds of litres of hot water for nothing.

Analyse
your consumption with MyTWIDO®.
You’ll finally know how much your domestic hot water really costs...

Adapt
your programming and your installation 
(showerhead, ultra-low flow faucet) 
to optimise your consumption and the impact 
of your installation on the environment.

then
3. CONTROL YOUR CONSUMPTION
> pages 16 and 17

Manage
your Twido® to only get hot water when you need it.
Done are the days of storing hundreds of litres of hot water for nothing.

Analyse
Your consumption with MyTWIDO®.
You’ll finally know how much your domestic hot water really costs...

Adapt
Your programming and your installation 
(showerhead, ultra-low flow faucet) 
to optimise your consumption and the impact 
of your installation on the environment.

‘‘I no longer 
unnecessarily 
heat water I never 
consume!’’

2. Fit 
    customise... and install > pages 12 to 15

How
does it work?

1. Design > pages 10 and 11
 your Twido® to suit your home, your routine (baths or showers, etc.),   
 and the available space you have left.

THE RIGHT FORMULA
IN 3 STEPS

toilet
rm. 2

bathrm.

kit.rm. 1

th
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The technical bases: with wall-hung toilet

Up to 240 L. of hot 
water mixed at 
380 C.
Heat-up time:
140 L. / hour

T4-102-W

Height 2295 mm
Width 660 mm
Depth 240 mm

Height 2295 mm
Width 860 mm
Depth 240 mm

The technical 
bases

Hot water 
capacity

Be proactive 
when it comes 
to water and 
electricity costs

Two functions in a single frame Toilet

Up to 120 L. of hot 
water mixed at 
380 C. 
Heat-up time:
100 L. / hour

T3-51-W

Number 
of people

Toilet

Toilet

Frame
sizes

The technical bases: without wall-hung toilet

Up to 120 L of hot 
water mixed at 
380 C.
Heat-up time:
100 L / hour

T3-51

1. Design your Twido®
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Without sacrificing comfort, 
you’ll save by choosing a 
Twido®  
with adjusted capacity

TWIDO® TIP

THE RIGHT FORMULA
IN 3 STEPS

Height 1385 mm
Width 660 mm
Depth 240 mm

Height 2280 mm
Width 660 mm
Depth 240 mm

Height 2295 mm
Width 860 mm
Depth 240 mm

Up to 320 L of hot 
water mixed at 
380 C.
Heat-up time:
140 L./ hour

T4-136 

Up to 240 L of hot 
water mixed at 
380 C.
Heat-up time:
100 L. / hour

T3-102

Number 
of people

The technical 
bases

Hot water 
capacity

Frame
sizes

5 and +

4 and +

2 and +

4 and +

2 and +
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Optimise
empty space

TWIDO® TIP

... a bigger 
bathroom

... more 
storage 
space

Rationalise 
your space with 
a 2-in-1 fixture

TWIDO® TIP

Without work

in your renovation project
2. Include your Twido®... 

Use 
a 2-in-1 fixture 

TWIDO® TIP

... extra 
space 
living

... create 
an extra 
closet

Whether renovating or building 
new,  the diversity  
of Twido® bases and finishes 
will allow for smart integration

Save  
10 sq. ft 
space and...

Save  
10 sq. ft 
space and...

With work

th
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and install it 
easily with the help 
of our certified installers

Naturel

Neige

and install it... customise
thanks to our many  
finishes and accessories

Chataigne

Neige

Antique

th
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IN 3 STEPS

You can make your 
Twido® even more 
practical with  
a mirror (optional), 
a towel warmer, a 
hook, etc.

... customise
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PROGRAMMED MODES (from 1 to 4 tanks)
Frost protection
Energy contracts (in France, these are HC/HP  
or Peak/Off Peak contracts)
Scheduler (as close as possible to your usage  
for maximum efficiency!)
Permanent 

TEMPORARY MODES an unexpected need?
A booster (1 tank) or a manual override (3 or 4 tanks)  
will only heat up once until temperature setpoint

HOW MUCH I CONSUME
In the last 24h?
My volumes per day over the last week (Average, Min., Max.)?
What were my maximum rates over the last 24h?

MY AVAILABLE DHW 
How many litres are available to me right now?

Adapt
your programming and  
your installation (showerhead, ultra-
low flow faucet) to reduce your 
consumption and the impact of your 
installation on the environment.

Manage
your Twido® to only produce hot 
water when you need it.
Done are the days of storing hundreds 
of litres of hot water for nothing.

Analyse
your consumption with MyTWIDO®.
You’ll finally know how much your 
domestic hot water really costs...

SCHEDULING
I specifically analyse my usage from last week and  
I programme according to my real needs and my objectives.

TREND CHART
I financially assess over a sliding 12-month period  
my water and energy use as well as any changes linked  
to my “good management”.

‘‘Chance of a shortfall? 
The quick heating function 
is made to address
 just that!”

TWIDO® TIP

‘‘Depending on my routine, 
Twido® heats the right 
amount at the right time!’’

TWIDO® TIP

THE RIGHT FORMULA
IN 3 STEPS

3. control 
your consumption

th
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On-line 
training 
on Mytwido

‘‘It’s easy to remotely 
control my Twido®!

TWIDO® TIP
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Twido®, unplanned obsolescence

* Investment costs (purchase + installation) + energy costs + maintenance costs over service life
  Investment costs (purchase + installation) over 20 years = 1 Twido® or 2 electric water heaters or 2 thermodynamic water heaters

19€ 20,000 

5 years 5 years 15 years

€ 10,000 

Maintenance-free

€ 15,000 

th
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Connected
Hot water on demand
Remote monitoring
Programming
Adapts to your needs

Simplicity
Conserves energy and water
Reduces environmental impact

Refined and compact
save 10 sq. ft space and even more

Reliability
15-year warranty on tanks
Maintenance-free

Thermodynamic
50 L / hour

Electric
65 L./ hour

Twido®  T3 : 100 L / hour
Twido® T4 : 140 L./ hour

Comparative analysis of heat-up times

Twido® has many skills

Thermodynamic Electric Twido® solutions

User costs 
over 20 years*

Maintenance

Tank warranty

2 and +
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modern
2016 Edition

design
2016 Edition

essentiel
2016 Collection

elements
2016 Collection

The collections
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essentiel
2016 Collection
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HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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Match
Adapt

Choose
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2016 Collection
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Match whether you are 2 people or 12, 
Twido® will produce exactly what’s 
necessary while elegantly blending  
into your project 

essentiel
2016 Collection
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Adapt your Twido® to any confined space 

essentiel
2016 Collection
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Choose be creative by choosing over 
our large range of finishes

essentiel
2016 Collection
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 T3-102 and   T4-136

 T3-51W and   T4-102W

 T3-51

The toilet  
support structure 
system built into 
Twido® is fully 
accessible

Neige

Prune

Antique

Naturel

Eclat

Paint-ready panels 
kit

Chataigne

e
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 T4-136

Dimensions
Width  928 mm
Thickness  260 mm
Height  2289 mm

 T3-102   T4-102W

Dimensions
Width  722 mm or 928 mm
Thickness  260 mm
Height  2289 mm or 2309 mm

722 mm 928 mm

 T3-51 T3-51W

Dimensions
Width  722 mm
Thickness  260 mm
Height  2309 mm or 1423 mm

23
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Overview of the 2016 
essentiel collection

By choosing a low-flow  
showerhead

you will  consume 
several dozens of litres 
less for a 3 min. shower  

TWIDO® TIP
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2016 Collection
elements

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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Associate

Add
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e le m e n t s
2016 Collection

Organise your bathroom or even your living 
room using clever storage built right 
into your Twido®
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Associate your Twido® with elegant fixtures  
for on-demand hot water  
and conserve even more water  
and energy

e le m e n t s
2016 Collection
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Add an extra feature to your Twido® by associating  
a handy accessory: a towel warmer,  
a mirror,  a hook, etc.
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e le m e n t s
2016 Collection
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COLUMN   T3-102

BASE   T3-51 mirror optional

TOWER   T3-51  towel rack not included

Twido®  
helps 
you think 
outside the box

Antique

Naturel
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BASE

T3
-5

1

TOWER  towel warmer optional

463  mm700 mm

1
21

4 
m

m

8
19

4 
m

m

T3
-1

02

COLUMN

805  mm

8
23

0 
m

m

Ardoise

Neige

700 mm

Add more 
storage 
space

2 and +

4 and +
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The proximity between   
your Twido® and your 
faucet reduces energy losses

TWIDO® TIP

ARC   T4-136  mirror optional

Contact us 
for custom 

colours

31 6
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501 m
m

19 0 mm

316
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501 m
m

700 mm

CURVE      T3-102  mirror optional

ARC  optional mirror

T4
-1

36

19 0 mm626  mm

2
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T3
-1

02

CURVE  mirror optional

700 mm626  mm

316  mm

316  mm

23
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Blanc pailleté 
basin

Bistre 
basin

Interior cérusé

Neige

Crème

Meticulous finish
Inside  

and  out

Two 
functions 
in a single 
fixture
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Adapt your Twido® to fit the space you have
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Ardoise

Neige

+ 100 mm + 100 mm0 0

2 700 mm

2 300 mm

T4-136
T4-102W
Width 670 mm minimum

T3-102
T3-51W
Width 871 mm minimum

Twido® blends 
right into your 
environment

 T3-51

Dimensions
Width  671 mm to 871 mm
Depth  250 mm
Height  1415 mm

 T3-51-W

Dimensions
Width 671 mm to 871 mm
Depth  250 mm

23
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 T4-136

23
00
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 T4-102-W

Dimensions
Width 871 mm to 1071 mm
Depth  250 mm 

Dimensions
Width 871 mm to 1071 mm
Depth  250 mm 

871 mm

871 mm

971 mm

971 mm

971 mm

971 mm

1071 mm

1071 mm
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 T3-102

671

671

771

771

771

771

871

871
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Dimensions
Width 671 mm to 871 mm
Depth  250 mm 

671 771 871
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design

2016 Edition

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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Reinvent your bathroom in whatever lighting
suits your mood 
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Ardoise

Neige

Possibility of 
integrations 

identical
to the collection 

MODERN EDITION

Changing colour  
LED

Your Twido® 
can be 
installed 
wherever  
you like

 T4-136

 T4-102-W

 T3-102

 T3-51-W

Dimensions
Width  671 mm
Depth  250 mm
Height  2305 mm

Dimensions
Width  671 mm
Depth  250 mm
Height  2300 mm

Dimensions
Width  871 mm
Depth  250 mm
Height  2305 mm

Dimensions
Width  871 mm
Depth  250 mm
Height  2300 mm

 T3-51

Dimensions
Width  671 mm
Depth  250 mm
Height  1415 mm
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PRODUCT SHEET : Base T3-51

A smart boiler with fully customisable finish !

Face view

TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Energy class (1) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) A à G A 

A
A 
A

B 
A -

Annual consumption of energy (2) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) kWh/yr 1 316 

526 *

Storage capacity (modular conception) liters 17 34 51 -

Amount of hot water available at 38°C (temper. regula-
ted at 65°C, input water at 18°C) liters 40 80 120 -

Electrical power of resistors (3) Twido range 2016 (a) kW   0,8 - 1,1 1,6 - 2,2 2,4 - 3,3 -

Maintenance intake without planner

Maintenance intake with adjusted planner 

kWh/24h

kWh/24h

0,31 0,58 0,84 -

Negligible

Reheating time (brought to a temperature of 50°C) Twido range 2016 (a) hours < 1

Indicator of operation 
Storage tanks
Energy management (4)
Anti-scalding device (5)

yes
-
yes
yes

heating indicator
light stainless steel

precise digital thermostat
temperature limiter

Service pressure
Maximum allowable system pressure

bars
bars

3
6

Control electronics 

self-diagnostic equipment
configuration of operating modes

peak time management
Smart Grid Ready  

-  Length
- Thickness
- Height 

Dimensions
mm
mm
mm

660
240

1385

Empty weight Kg 55

Frame in treated anti-corrosion steel

1
Number of active tanks :

21 2 31

Base Twido T3-51 
from 0 à 120 liters at 38 0C
from 1 to 4 people

13
85

 m
m

240 mm

(1). The energy class of a water heater is linked to its capacity to deliver a certain volume of sanitary water. In TWIDO’s case, this 
volume is fl the individual.

(2). For a power profi  le M and according to the applicable European norm prEN50440:2014

(3). The heating resistor is out of contact with the water. It has a safety precaution in case of abnormal elevation of the water 
temperature (circuit breaker).

(4). The thermostat assures the consistent temperature of the water. It is pre-regulated in the factory to around 65°C.

(5). The temperature limiter reduces the temperature as water leaves to reduce all risk of scalding. It is pre-regulated in the factory 
to around 45°C.

(a). Twido range Base Generation 2 has tanks which are equipped with directly linked connectable resistors on a photovoltaic panel.

(b). With our Energy Solar Kit (accessory in option) installed and put into service.

*  An average of energy consumption measured in zone H2, Twido Base Generation 2 is equipped with 3m² of photovoltaic panels.

660 mm

INSTALLER DATA SHEET

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER! PRODUCT SHEET : Base T3-51W

TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Energy class (1) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) A à G A 

A
A 
A

B 
A -

Annual consumption of energy (2) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) kWh/yr 1 316 

526 *

Storage capacity (modular conception) liters 17 34 51 -

Amount of hot water available at 38°C (temper. regula-
ted at 65°C, input water at 18°C) liters 40 80 120 -

Electrical power of resistors (3) Twido range 2016 (a) kW   0,8 - 1,1 1,6 - 2,2 2,4 - 3,3 -

Maintenance intake without planner

Maintenance intake with adjusted planner 

kWh/24h

kWh/24h

0,31 0,58 0,84 -

Negligible

Reheating time (brought to a temperature of 50°C) Twido range 2016 (a) hours < 1

Indicator of operation 
Storage tanks
Energy management (4)
Anti-scalding device (5)

yes
-
yes
yes

heating indicator
light stainless steel

precise digital thermostat
temperature limiter

Service pressure
Maximum allowable system pressure

bars
bars

3
6

Control electronics 

self-diagnostic equipment
configuration of operating modes

peak time management
Smart Grid Ready  

-  Length
- Thickness
- Height 

Dimensions
mm
mm
mm

660
240

1385

Empty weight Kg 55

Frame in treated anti-corrosion steel

1
Number of active tanks :

21 2 31

Base Twido T3-51W 
from 0 à 120 liters at 38 0C
from 1 to 4 people

240 mm 660 mm

22
95
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INSTALLER DATA SHEET
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A smart boiler with fully customisable finish !
Face view

(1). The energy class of a water heater is linked to its capacity to deliver a certain volume of sanitary water. In TWIDO’s case, this 
volume is fl the individual.

(2). For a power profi  le M and according to the applicable European norm prEN50440:2014

(3). The heating resistor is out of contact with the water. It has a safety precaution in case of abnormal elevation of the water 
temperature (circuit breaker).

(4). The thermostat assures the consistent temperature of the water. It is pre-regulated in the factory to around 65°C.

(5). The temperature limiter reduces the temperature as water leaves to reduce all risk of scalding. It is pre-regulated in the factory 
to around 45°C.

(a). Twido range Base Generation 2 has tanks which are equipped with directly linked connectable resistors on a photovoltaic panel.

(b). With our Energy Solar Kit (accessory in option) installed and put into service.

*  An average of energy consumption measured in zone H2, Twido Base Generation 2 is equipped with 3m² of photovoltaic panels.

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!

66 67
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PRODUCT SHEET : Base T3-102

A smart boiler with fully customisable finish !

Base Twido T3-102 
from 0 à 240 liters at 38 0C
from 1 to 5 people

22
80

 m
m

TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Energy class (1) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) A à G A 

A
B 
A

B 
A -

Annual consumption of energy (2) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) kWh/yr 1 316 

526 *

Storage capacity (modular conception) liters 34 68 102 -

Amount of hot water available at 38°C (temper. regu-
lated at 65°C, input water at 18°C) liters 80 160 240 -

Electrical power of resistors (3) Twido range 2016 (a) kW   0,8 - 1,1 1,6 - 2,2 2,4 - 3,3 -

Maintenance intake without planner

Maintenance intake with adjusted planner 

kWh/24h

kWh/24h

0,63 1,14 1,68 -

Negligible

Reheating time (brought to a temperature of 50°C) Twido range 2016 (a) hours < 1 et < 2,5

Indicator of operation 
Storage tanks
Energy management (4)
Anti-scalding device (5)

yes
-
yes
yes

heating indicator
light stainless steel

precise digital thermostat
temperature limiter

Service pressure
Maximum allowable system pressure

bars
bars

3
6

Control electronics 

self-diagnostic equipment
configuration of operating modes

peak time management
Smart Grid Ready  

-  Length
- Thickness
- Height 

Dimensions
mm
mm
mm

660
240
2280

Empty weight Kg 80

Frame in treated anti-corrosion steel

1 2 3121

INSTALLER DATA SHEET
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Number of active tanks :

Face view 660 mm240 mm

(1). The energy class of a water heater is linked to its capacity to deliver a certain volume of sanitary water. In TWIDO’s case, this 
volume is fl the individual.

(2). For a power profi  le M and according to the applicable European norm prEN50440:2014

(3). The heating resistor is out of contact with the water. It has a safety precaution in case of abnormal elevation of the water 
temperature (circuit breaker).

(4). The thermostat assures the consistent temperature of the water. It is pre-regulated in the factory to around 65°C.

(5). The temperature limiter reduces the temperature as water leaves to reduce all risk of scalding. It is pre-regulated in the factory 
to around 45°C.

(a). Twido range Base Generation 2 has tanks which are equipped with directly linked connectable resistors on a photovoltaic panel.

(b). With our Energy Solar Kit (accessory in option) installed and put into service.

*  An average of energy consumption measured in zone H2, Twido Base Generation 2 is equipped with 3m² of photovoltaic panels.

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER! PRODUCT SHEET : Base T4-102W

A smart boiler with fully customisable finish !
Face view

Base Twido T4-102W 
from 0 à 240 liters at 38 0C
from 1 to 5 people

22
95

 m
m

240 mm 860 mm

TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Energy class (1) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) A à G A 

A
B 
A

B 
A

B 
A

Annual consumption of energy (2) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) kWh/yr 1 316 

526 *

Storage capacity (modular conception) liters 34 51 68 102

Amount of hot water available at 38°C (temper. regula-
ted at 65°C, input water at 18°C) liters 80 120 160 240

Electrical power of resistors (3) Twido range 2016 (a) kW   0,8 - 1,1 1,6 - 2,2 2,4 - 3,3 3.2 - 4.4

Maintenance intake without planner

Maintenance intake with adjusted planner 

kWh/24h

kWh/24h

0,72 0,96 1,30 1,92

Negligible

Reheating time (brought to a temperature of 50°C) Twido range 2016 (a) hours > 1 et < 2,5

Indicator of operation 
Storage tanks
Energy management (4)
Anti-scalding device (5)

yes
-
yes
yes

heating indicator
light stainless steel

precise digital thermostat
temperature limiter

Service pressure
Maximum allowable system pressure

bars
bars

3
6

Control electronics 

self-diagnostic equipment
configuration of operating modes

peak time management
Smart Grid Ready  

-  Length
- Thickness
- Height 

Dimensions
mm
mm
mm

860
240

2295

Empty weight Kg 120

Frame in treated anti-corrosion steel

1 21 2 31 2 31 4

INSTALLER DATA SHEET
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Number of active tanks :

(1). The energy class of a water heater is linked to its capacity to deliver a certain volume of sanitary water. In TWIDO’s case, this 
volume is fl the individual.

(2). For a power profi  le M and according to the applicable European norm prEN50440:2014

(3). The heating resistor is out of contact with the water. It has a safety precaution in case of abnormal elevation of the water 
temperature (circuit breaker).

(4). The thermostat assures the consistent temperature of the water. It is pre-regulated in the factory to around 65°C.

(5). The temperature limiter reduces the temperature as water leaves to reduce all risk of scalding. It is pre-regulated in the factory 
to around 45°C.

(a). Twido range Base Generation 2 has tanks which are equipped with directly linked connectable resistors on a photovoltaic panel.

(b). With our Energy Solar Kit (accessory in option) installed and put into service.

*  An average of energy consumption measured in zone H2, Twido Base Generation 2 is equipped with 3m² of photovoltaic panels.

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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Twido® EnR Hybrid 
Elec/PV

The PV Box is an 
option that allows 
Twido® to use Hybrid 
energy (Electric, PV) by 
directly connecting it 
to photovoltaic panels.

Twido models T3-51 T3-102 T3-51-W T4-102-W T4-136

Capacity 51 litres 102 litres 51 litres 102 litres 136 litres

Power recommended  
in PV panels 600 W 900 W 600 W 900 W 1200 W

Maximum Current 20 A 20 A 20 A 20 A 20 A

Depending on the Twido® model you want supplied  
by a PV energy source, the panel surface area  
required will be different. 

The table below provides the average power recommended per model for photovoltaic 
supply:

OPTIONAL PHOTOVOLTAIC BOX

Switch easily 
to hybrid energy
and self-consumption

The system therefore becomes a 
supplementary supply that heats 
the volume that corresponds to 
the needs of the user.

This solution requires no complex 
or pricey installation setup. The 
electrical power produced by the 
photovoltaic panels is directly 

usable in the Twido®. The water 
tanks in the Twido can be likened 
to storage batteries. 

The Twido® hybrid solution can produce domestic hot water  
by favouring energy obtained from the sun
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HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER! PRODUCT SHEET : Base T4-136

A smart boiler with fully customisable finish !

Base Twido T4-136 
from 0 à 320 liters at 38 0C
from 1 to 6 people

TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Energy class (1) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) A à G A 

A
B 
A

B 
A

B 
A

Annual consumption of energy (2) Twido range 2016 (a)
range 2016 (b) kWh/yr 1 316 

526 *

Storage capacity (modular conception) liters 34 51 68 102

Amount of hot water available at 38°C (temper. regula-
ted at 65°C, input water at 18°C) liters 80 160 240 320

Electrical power of resistors (3) Twido range 2016 (a) kW 0,8 - 1,1 1,6 - 2,2 2,4 - 3,3 3.2 - 4.4

Maintenance intake without planner

Maintenance intake with adjusted planner 

kWh/24h

kWh/24h

0,61 1,11 1,63 2,25

Negligible

Reheating time (brought to a temperature of 50°C) Twido range 2016 (a) hours > 1 et < 2,5

Indicator of operation 
Storage tanks
Energy management (4)
Anti-scalding device (5)

yes
-
yes
yes

heating indicator
light stainless steel

precise digital thermostat
temperature limiter

Service pressure
Maximum allowable system pressure

bars
bars

3
6

Control electronics 

self-diagnostic equipment
configuration of operating modes

peak time management
Smart Grid Ready  

-  Length
- Thickness
- Height 

Dimensions
mm
mm
mm

860
240

2295

Empty weight Kg 135

Frame in treated anti-corrosion steel

Number of active tanks :
2 31 41 21 2 31
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860 mm240 mm

INSTALLER DATA SHEET
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Face view

(1). The energy class of a water heater is linked to its capacity to deliver a certain volume of sanitary water. In TWIDO’s case, this 
volume is fl the individual.

(2). For a power profi  le M and according to the applicable European norm prEN50440:2014

(3). The heating resistor is out of contact with the water. It has a safety precaution in case of abnormal elevation of the water 
temperature (circuit breaker).

(4). The thermostat assures the consistent temperature of the water. It is pre-regulated in the factory to around 65°C.

(5). The temperature limiter reduces the temperature as water leaves to reduce all risk of scalding. It is pre-regulated in the factory 
to around 45°C.

(a). Twido range Base Generation 2 has tanks which are equipped with directly linked connectable resistors on a photovoltaic panel.

(b). With our Energy Solar Kit (accessory in option) installed and put into service.

*  An average of energy consumption measured in zone H2, Twido Base Generation 2 is equipped with 3m² of photovoltaic panels.
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Twido® EnR Hybrid Elec/PV 
The Twido hybrid solution can produce DHW by integrating the energy 
obtained from the sun. The system therefore becomes a supplementary 
supply that heats the volume that corresponds to the needs of the user.
This solution requires no complex or pricey installation setup. The electrical 
power produced by the PV panels is directly usable in the Twido®. The water 
tanks in the Twido can be likened to storage batteries. 

We would like to set up a “PV Box” option for you

It’s a deeper box cover then the one already in place and incorporates 
a prepositioned electronic solar regulation Twido® board that executes 
an MTPT (multi tube power tracking) algorithm constituting, via multi-
criteria optimisation, PV energy effectively converted to heat water.
Exchanges with the motherboard occur via a two-way 
infra-red link, with no electrical connection.
Safeguards are in place to prevent the tubes from overheating.
The board can manage 1600 W of PV power in ELV, DC, 20A max 
and is equipped with MC4 connectors to connect the PV panels that 
are wired on two strands approximately 30 cm in length.

PHOTOVOLTAIC BOX / DETAILS
INSTALLER SHEET

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!

Every Twido is equipped with a control box. This box is located in 
the lower section of Twido models without a toilet and in the middle 
section of those with a toilet.

Control box cover with the hybrid solution board and its connecting cables.

This box contains an electronic board specifically developed 
to manage all Twido® functions. 

The Twido® hybrid solution consists of a supplementary 
board capable of communicating with the board in the 
control box. This solution is used to directly connect 
photovoltaic panels to the control box. This extra board is 
delivered mounted in the top cover of a case, which can 
be mounted instead of the existing cover. The connectors 
used to connect the PV panels are wired on two strands 
approximately 30 cm in length.

How do you install the optional “PV Box”?

PHOTOVOLTAIC BOX / DETAILS
INSTALLER SHEET

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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Replacement of the original cover with the cover 
containing the PV board. The box cover has a 
sealing gasket and is fastened with 4 screws.

The electric connection to the PV panels 
uses the two wire connectors extending from 
the cover. These MC4 type connectors are 
standardised and specifically designed for this 
type of application.

Depending on the Twido® model you want supplied by a PV energy 
source, the panel surface area required will be different. According to 
our basic principles of not heating for no reason, our recommendation 
is to not install more power for standard everyday use, bearing in mind 
that Twido® is a hybrid solution and that the traditional grid remains 
the necessary complement for any additional needs. The table below 
provides the average power recommended for PV supply per model.

Twido models T3-51 T3-102 T3-51-W T4-102-W T4-136

Storage capacity 51 litres 102 litres 51 litres 102 litres 136 litres

Power recommended  
in PV panels 600 W 900 W 600 W 900 W 1200 W

Maximum Current 20 A 20 A 20 A 20 A 20 A

This operation takes very little time and requires no work.

PHOTOVOLTAIC BOX / DETAILS
INSTALLER SHEET

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!

TERMINOLOGY

PV = Photovoltaic
DHW = Domestic Hot Water
ELV = Extra-Low Voltage
DC = Direct Current
AC = Alternating Current

For your information: Panel performance
Depending on the technical characteristics and, more 
specifically, panel performance, the necessary power can be 
obtained with several panels. Because this installation must 
remain in ELV, it is imperative the panels are connected side by 
side as shown in the diagram opposite.

PV panel wires must be coupled using connectors 
specifically designed for that purpose. The PV panels, 
wires, cables, connectors, and protective devices are 
standardised components and are designed for PV 
applications.
Example: To obtain a 660 W energy source, it is possible to 
couple two 330 W or three 220 W panels.
Note: Performances communicated by PV panel 
manufacturers are measured at a given temperature. It 
should be noted that a rise in temperature reduces these 
performances. 

PHOTOVOLTAIC BOX / DETAILS
INSTALLER SHEET

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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TWIDO®’s

Become an installer
Twido® Pro 102 is the required course to join the circle of 
specialists authorised by the brand.
At the end of this course, you must pass an examination to 
validate your skills. You can then perform your first Twido® 
installation.

U
se

 
Tw

id
o®

How to use Twido®     
..... for installers

On-line training

The Twido story
The concept
The partner toolbox
> Technical-sales examination

The basics
Twido® introductory course restricted to professionals. If 
you are an artisan, installer, or distributor, you will discover 
the Twido® concept and everything that makes it a one-of-a-
kind product in the world.

Site preparation
Installation
The interfaces
Maintenance and use
> Installer examination

Twido® defined 
a quality charter 
guaranteeing brand 
installer and reseller 
expertise.

How to use 
your Twido® 

U
se

 
Tw

id
o®

Reconcile environmental 
responsibility with comfort

training
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Our network of authorised Twido® installers 
is at your service to advise you 
and ensure worry-free installation

Looking for an installer?

e-mail adress: 
contact@twido.fr

Conformity and patents

STANDARDS COMPLIANCE - MARKETING AUTHORISATION

CE Marking
yes

Manufacturer’s certificate

Household appliances yes EN 60 335-1, EN 60 335-2-21, and EN 60529

Lack of hazardous materials yes RoHS (2002/95/EC)

Quality (operation, mechanical charac.) AFNOR NF-Plumbing fixtures

European ErP (energy-related products) directive
yes

Directive 2009/125/EC (ErP)

European Ecodesign directive yes Directive 2009/125/EC

CONFORMITY

PATENTS
Innovations patented at the national and international level

Twido® continues to innovate by replacing the traditional 
immersion heater with an exterior heating device. Increasing 
the heat transfer surface avoids hot spots linked to differences 
in temperature between the water and the heaters, which 
generate scale, and consequently, any gradual loss of initial 
performance. In addition, this principle totally eliminates the 
galvanic corrosion process, which gradually corrodes the tank.

Twido® includes not only one but several independant tanks, 
which means its production can be adapted according to need.

You can use the Booster function to heat the equivalent of one 
or two showers in less than an hour so you never feel your 
comfort is compromised, even in a pinch. 

The easy-to-use “Scheduler” allows you to manage the volume 
of hot water available at any time during the day.  This in turn 
allows you to conserve considerable energy by eliminating 
almost all static loss.

The MyTwido.com application you control from a PC or a smart-
phone allows you to set available hot water capacity according 
to your needs, monitor changes in consumption, and measure 
water and energy savings.

HIGH TIME TO REINVENT 
HOT WATER!
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Join us on social media

e-mail adress: 

contact@twido.fr

Live the experience

         www.twido.fr
  facebook.com/mytwido
  twitter.com/myTwido80
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http://www.twido.fr
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